SCANIA INDUSTRIAL ENGINE SUPPORT SERVICES

Covering the UK with our comprehensive dealer network we have industrial engine specialists to support your business. Our technicians are equipped to use the latest generation diagnostic equipment and specialist tools to deliver service right, first time. These skills are constantly put to the test on a wide range of Scania Industrial engine applications including stone crushers, dump trucks, excavators and harvesters.

Scania Maintenance

We have complete Scania maintenance packages tailored specifically to your engine's needs. This includes:

- Technical checks to measure wear and tear
- Optical inspection of components and any damage
- Check for installation of latest Engine ECU software and download as necessary*
- Ensuring compliance with legal and environmental requirements
- Reassurance that the engine is serviced to fulfil and meet the Scania Warranty requirements
- Upload service documentation to dedicated customer portal

In addition to completing the routine service work we will report any advice or recommendations on outstanding repairs and schedule at a convenient point.

*Subject to Internet connection limitations
We understand the consequence of down time due to machine failures in the processing chain. Scania Assistance is 24/7 and we can manage the whole process to ensure we have Technicians on site complete with a Quarry Pass or Construction Skill Certification Scheme (CSCS) Card plus the necessary diagnostic tools to ensure repairs are completed to the necessary standards.

Scania Assistance
0800 800 660

Scania Maintenance Contracts or Repair and Maintenance

For the utmost peace of mind our Repair and Maintenance contracts can help spread the running costs of your Scania engine. We can tailor this for a suitable plan for you. Ask your local Scania dealer for further details.

Please contact your local dealer for further information or visit www.scania.com/uk